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On a general system of orthogonal q-polynomials 
Jesus S~Inchez-Dehesa (*) 
ABSTRACT 
A general set o f  orthogonal  q-polynomials (Pro (x); m = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,  N} is int roduced and charac- 
terized by its three-term recursion relation. This set unifies many of  the different known systems 
of  orthogonal  q-polynomials,  e.g. the Stieltjes-Wigert polynomials  and their several generaliza- 
tions, the Brenke-Chihara polynomials,  the A1 Salam-Carlitz polynomials ,  the A1 Salam-ehihara 
polynomials,  . . . .  Compact  expressions of  the moments  of  the asymptot ica l  density of  zeros of  
this global set of  q-polynomials are explicitly found in terms of  the coefficients o f  the three-term 
recurrence relation. As an example the asymptot ical  density of  zeros of  the known,  above-men- 
t ioned systems of  orthogonal  q-polynomials are calculated through its moments .  
1. INTRODUCTION 
Very early Heine [1], Stieltjes [2] and Szeg5 [3] 
realized the close connection between the orthogonal 
q-polynomials (henceforth OqP's, in short) and the 
theta-functions, elliptic functions and continued frac- 
tions. Later the OqP's have become important by them- 
selves as is shown by the large number of papers in the 
literature which study their properties. Many different 
systems of OqP's have been proposed, e.g. [4] te [I6]. 
The purpose of this paper is three-fold. First in an 
attempt to unify the rich variety of families of OqP's 
existing in the literature, a general set of orthogonal 
q-polynomials {Pm(x) N= o is introduced. This set is 
deFmed by means of its three-term recursion relation. 
Particular examples of this set are : The Stieltjes-Wigert 
polynomials [2,15,16] and its several generalizations 
[10, 11], the Brenke-Chihara polynomials [7, 8], the 
Wall polynomials [14], the A1 Salam-Carlitz polyno- 
mials [4], the A1 Salam-Chihara polynomials [5] ..... 
Secondly average properties of zeros of the new sys- 
stem of OqP's are investigated. Both for the sake of 
convenience in many cases and in order to go as far as 
possible in the description of the distribution of zeros, 
we deal here not only with the distribution density of 
zeros PN(X) of the polynomials PN(X) and its asympto- 
tical (i.e. large N limit)p(x) but also with the density 
function ~N(X) -PN(x/qcN), c being any non-vanish- 
ing real constant, and its asymptotical limit ~(x). The 
utmost effort has been concentrated on calculating the 
moments of the function ~(x) explicitly in terms of the 
coefficients of the three-term recursion relation. The 
main results are given in theorems I, II, III and IV. 
Finally these four theorems are applied to give explicit 
expressions of the moments of the asymptotical density 
~(x) for the OqP sets of the above.mentioned authors. 
To the best of information of the author this is the 
first time that any properties for the zeros of these 
q-polynomials are given. 
This paper is divided as follows : in section 2the general 
system (Pm(x) } of OqP's is characterized by giving its 
three-term recurrence relation, and several preliminaries 
are written. In particular it is briefly shown how to get 
the moments of the density of zeros of the polynomials 
Pm(x) by using a method recently developed by the 
author [17,18]. In section 3 the moments of the 
distribution densities PN(X), p(x) and especially of ~(x) 
are explicitly found for the q-polynomials Pm(x) except 
for a special type to which section 4 is dedicated. Sec- 
tion 5 contains applications of theorems I, II, III and 
IV obtained in the two previous ections to several 
known families of OqP's. Sections 6 and 7 contain 
some conclusions and references. 
2. DEFINITION AND PRELIMINARIES 
We shall define the new system of orthogonal q-polyno- 
mials by means of the recurrence r lation 
b 2 Pm (x)= (X-am) Pm-1 (x) - m-1 Pm-2 (x) (1) 
P_I (x) = o; P0(x)= 1; m= 1, 2, 3 .. . .  
with the coefficients a m and b m given as follows 
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;b2 n dkm a m = Y- a k q (2a) k=0 
r e ~m 
= £ O (2b) 
£=0 £ .q  
q being an arbitrary parameter such that q 4=1. The 
parameters "a's", "d's", "O's" and "e's" are to be 
supposed real. We shall also assume that not all "a's" 
and "0's" are simultaneously vanishing and that the 
parameters 0 E and e£are restricted so that b 2 > 0 for 
m a 1. Furthermore the case in which 0~;-: 0 for all £ 
is a non-interesting one and it is not considered here. 
The case in which a k = 0 for all k is a special one and 
is treated separately in section 4. 
Without any loss of generality we shall also assume 
that the terms of expressions (2) are ordered in such 
a way that the following two families of inequalities 
are fulfilled : 
d0m qd lm dnm 
q > > ..... > q (3a) 
e0m e lm erm 
q > q > ..... > q (3b) 
Each time one gives particular values to the sets 
{ak; dk; k = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  n} and {0£; e]~; ~0,1,2,...r} 
in expressions (2), one is led to a particular set of 
orthogonal q-polynomials. This can be seen in section 
5 when the moments of the asymptotical density of 
zeros of several known sets of OqP's are explicitly 
shown. 
To calculate the asymptotical density of zeros of the 
q-polynomials given by (1) and (2), we shall use a 
method recently developed by the author [17,18] 
which leads us to find the asymptotical eigenvalue 
density of a Jacobi matrix in terms of its entries. Mak- 
ing profit of  the close connection of Jacobi matrices 
and systems of orthogonal polynomials, that method 
reads for our purposes : Let us consider an arbitrary 
system of orthogonal polynomials {Qm(x); m = 1,2 .... N } 
which satisfies a recursion relation of type (1) with 
arbitrary coefficients am and bm. 
Let us characterize the asymptotical density of zeros 
p(x) of the polynomials QN(X) through its moments 
b 
/a r= f x rp (x )dx ;  r=O, 1 ,2 , . . .  (4) 
a 
( a, b) being the support interval of the function p (x). 
These quantities are calculated by 
lira pr (N) ; r = 1, 2, 3 . . . .  (5) Pr = N-+ ~o 
where the moments pr (N) of the density of zeros 
PN (x) of the polynomial PN (x) can be written down 
[19] in terms of the coefficients ai and b i as follows : 
/a~l ) _  1 . . . .  N-t r i b~rl 
N ( m (rl'rl'r2'r2 ..... rj' ' +lli =iai 
5 2r -" 
"'" ai +l""ai+ j -1  bi ~ j -1  a?#,  m=1,2,3 ..... N 
(6a) 
where (m) denotes that the sum extends over all parti- 




rl + r2 + "'" + r i+1 + 2(r 1 + r 2 + ...+ rj)= m 
(6b) 
r s--O, l<s<j ,  thenr k=r l~=Oforeachk>s.  
3. j=m ~_L or for m even or odd respectively. 
In the second summation, t denotes the number of non- 
vanishing ri which take part in the corresponding parti- 
tion of m. The coefficients F are defined by 
(r." +r  1 -1 ) !  (r l+r~+r  2-1) 
F(r: ,rlr:,r 2 ..... r." 1,r. 1,r.'=m I i , " " , 
J" J- J r 1. r 1. (r 1-1)!r  2! r  2. 
(r2 + r3 + r3-1)! (rj_2+ r i _ l+  r i_ l -1)  ! 
• ,** * 
(r 2 -1)! r3! r3! (rj _2-1)! ri_ 1 ! rj -1 ! 
+ rj'-l)! 
(rj _l -1) ! r: (6c) 
The first moments/ i~ N), m = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are explicitly 
shown in [19]. 
In case that all the "ai's" are vanishing, expressions (6) 
reduce to : 
2 k N-p  b2rl 2r 2r b 2 
/a2k- N p~=l P(r l ' r2 ..... rp) i= l  i i+ l  " "b i4 -1  
(7a) 
/g2k-1 0 k=1,2 ,3 , . . .  
The coefficients P are defined by 
P (r 1, r 2 ..... rp) = ~)  F (rl, r 2 . . . . .  rp) (7b) 
where the summation ~ extends over all the partitions 
(k) 
[k] = [rl, r 2 .. . .  , rp] which verify the relation 
k = r I + r 2 + ... + rp. 
In sections 4 and 5 we shall use expressions (6) and (5) 
to evaluate respectively the moments/ar(N) and/i r of 
distribution densities of zeros PN(X) and p (x), also 
respectively, of the general system of OqP's defined by 
expressions (1)-(2). Then we will calculate the moments 
#r  of the already mentioned asymptotical density ~ (X) 
from the quantities Pr as follows : 
_ . ~4 (N) u;  (N) 
Pr" - lun  pr'(N)= lim - lim 
N-, ® [qcN]r N--, ® qrcN (8) 
Here we have used the following property of the 
moments : if the variate values are multiplied by a con- 
stant a,  the moments/a r are multiplied by a r [20, p. 
68]. 
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3. ASYMPTOTICAL DENSITY OF ZEROS 
Following the method [17,-18] briefly reviewed in the 
previous ection, one must first calculate the quantities 
#~N). According to (6), (1) and (2), they can be 
written as : 
N-t 
/a2N)_ 1 y~ F(r: ,rl,r~,..~',rj,ri+l) 
N (m) ~ i=l 
[k~Fno dki-[ ri e i- 
I 
r e ,(i + 
• [ kE=0ak q ln  dk(i+ j -1)J rj" "[ £~00£q z " l  r e.( i+j-1) Ir.jj 
qdk(i " 
Taking into account (3), this equation can be expressed 
by: 
/a~N)_ 1 y~ F(r i , r l , r2 .... ,ri, rj,ri+l) N (m) 
N-t[i=~ll aOr i qridoi + 0 [q ridOi-1]t 
[00r  rl 0 + 0 E r'°0 1]] 
for  E • 0 q +0 q 
.{002qr2eo( i+l )+0 Iq r2e0( i+ l ) - l l~  .... 
fao j 'qr id0( i+j -1)+O Iq r id0( i+ j+ l ) - l ] t  
f 0 rj r'e ( i+ ' -1 )0  q j  0 J +0  Iqr je0( i+j-1)- i  ] t  
[ 1] +1 r" +ldo(i+J) r"+ld0 (i+ J) -1 a q3 +0 qJ 
Operating here, this expression transforms as follows : 
/am(N)_ 1 l~ F ( r l , r l , r  2 ..... r i ,r j ,r i+1) N (m) 
... r l+r  2+. . .+r j  Nl~-t a +r~+ + r . l+ j  00 
i=1 
u 1)} q + 0 (qU- [9) 
u being def'med by 
u-- u(i)= r i d o i + r½ d o (i+l) + ... + rid o (i +j -1) 
+ rj + 1 do (i +j) + r I e 0 + r2eo(i+l ) +... + rjeo(i+j) 
that is, 
• • 
u= {d0(r l+r½+. . .+r :+r j j  + l )+e0(r l+r2+. . .+r j )} l  
+ (d0(r i + 2r~ +... + jrj" + 1) + e0 [r2 + 2r3 +... + (J -1)rj] } 
(lO) which can be written as : 
u = u 1 i + u 2 (11) 
with 
u I -- d o (r i + r~ + ... + ,j'+ 1) + e0(r l  + r2 + ""+ rj) 
e 0 
_ m2 eO + (do - --2--) (ri + r½ + "'" + r i+ 1) (12) 
(where equation (6b) was used) and 
u 2 = d o (r~ + 2r~ + ... + j r i+ l  ) + e0[r2+ 2r3+ ...+ (j -1)rj] 
j j -1 
=do k~=l kr~+l +eo k ~=1 krk (13) 
The moments/am(N) of the density of zeros PN(X) are 
given according to (9) by : 
F (r i , r  I r½ .... rj N (m) , ,rj, +1) 
N-t ~ " r~+. . .+r i+lqU2.qUl i  Z (a 0 001/2) rl + 
i=l  
(qU-1)['l m = 1, 2, 3 .... (14) + 0 
Therefore by using (5) one can readily get the moments 
/~ of the asymptotical density of zeros of the q-poly- 
nomials defined in (1)-(2) : 
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/am'= N-**lim /am(N)= (m) 2 F(r i ' r l ' r½ ..... rJ'+ 1) 
.00/2 (aoOo1/2) r i +r½ +. . .+  rj+ 1 . qU 2 
1 N- t  qUli 
• l im - -  I~ 
N-,** N i= l  (15) 
It is well known that 
qak_  qa (qan _ 1) (16) 
k=l  qa_ 1 
Now let us denote by L the limit involved in (15). 
Applying first (16) and then the L'H6pital rule, one 
gets : u 1 (1 - t) 
u I q £nq qUlN 
L - lim 
Ul N -~*  
q -1  
Therefore the moments/a m of the asymptotical 
density of zeros p (x) of the polynomial PN(X) are 
Finally given as follows : 
/am = ~; v (r i, r 1, r½ " ) (m) ..... r j+ l  
• 00/2 (% 0ol/2) r i + r½ + ... + rj'+ 1 
u I (1 - t )  
u 2 u 1 q Enq qUlN 
.q lim 
u 1 N~ ** 
q -1  
m= 1 ,2 ,3  . . . .  
(17) 
It turns out that the behaviour of these quantities/am 
depends on the sign of u 1. Inspection of equation 
(12) permits to distinguish• three different possibilities: 
d0 -e0 /2>0;  d0-e0 /2=0;  d0-e0 /2<0 
This fact classifies the OqP's defined by (1)-(2) in 
three different ypes• In the following the simplifica- 
tion of equation (17) for each of these three types of 
OqP's is studied. 
the q-polynomials defined by (1)-(2) and subject o 
the additional condition d o - e0/2 > 0, are given, 
for large values of N, by 
m md0 
md0a 0 qq £nq at  
/a m md0 (18) 
q -1  
m= 1 ,2 ,3  . . . .  
3.2. Second type : d o = e0/2 
In this case u I = md 0 = m e0/2 for any partition ofm. 
Now equations (8) and (17) yield directly the following 
result : 
Theorem H 
The moments of the density of zeros p (x/q d0N) of the 
q-polynomials defined by (1)-(2) and such that 
d o = e0/2 , are given, for large values of N, as : 
md 00~/2  Lnq 
/'/m=" -md 0 (m)E F (r i ,r l , r½,. . . ,r j , r j '+ 1) 
1-q 
• - md 0 t • (% 001/2) r i , r  ½ + ... + rj+ 1 . qU2 
m = 1, 2, 3 . . . .  (19) 
where u 2 is according (13) 
u2= do[if½+ 2r~+ ... + jrj'+l ) 
+ 2 (r 2 + 2r 3+. . .  + (j-1)rj)] (19a) 
3.1• First type : d O - e 0/2 > 0 
Here u I takes its maximum value md 0 when 
• " rj" rl + r2 + "'" + + 1 = m. Since the simplest partition 
of m which fulfills this sum is [m, 0, 0 ..... 0] and 
keeping in mind expressions (6b), one can simplify 
equation (17) as : 
m md0 qmd0 l~na md~,N me 000/2  q me0/2 
/am=F(m,  0,0 . . . . .  0,0) a 0 . - " lim q u ..,, = gnq 
qmd0 1 N-,** ~'m 2(q me0/2 - 1) 
Taking into account (8), the following theorem holds : 
Theorem I m t 
The moments of the density of zeros p (x/q d0N) of e0 + 1 2 
-q 
3.3• Third type : d o - e 0 /2 < 0 
Here the maximum value of u 1, i.e. me0/2, occurs 
when r; + r½ + ... rj'+ 1 = 0. This condition only happens 
if 
r i = r½ . . . . .  rj + 1 = 0 and then (6b) shows that 
r 1+ r 2+. . .+r j=m/2 .  
Then (8) and (17) lead us to the result : 
Theorem III 
The moments of the density of zeros p(x/q tONI2) of 
the q-polynomials (1)-(2) subject o the additional con- 
dition d o - %/2  < 0 can be written for large N as fol- 
lows : 
• ~ F (0 , r l ,0 , r  2 ..... ~,0) 
(m) 
m = 1,2, 3 . . . .  (20) 
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4. THE SPECIAL CASE 
Here we shall consider the orthogonal q-polynomials 
which satisfy the recurrence relation (1) with coef- 
ficients defined as follows : 
t am=0 r 
b 2m = E 0 qe£m (21) 
£=0£ 
The inequalities (3b) are also assumed. 
Operating as in the previous ection but taking into 
account equations (7), one obtains a similar expres- 
sion to (9) for the moments o f  the density of zeros of 
the polynomial PN(X) : 
F (N) 
P2k - 2 ]~ P ( r l , r  2 ..... rj) N (k) 
{0rl + r 2 + ... + rj qV + 0 (qV-1)} N- j  Z 
i=1  
(N) =0 k=1,2 ,3 ,  (22) 
2k-1 "'" 
where the first summation extends over all the parti- 
tions rl,  r 2 ..... rj of the number k such that 
k=r l+r2+. . .+r j .  
The parameter V is defined by 
and using expression (16). 
e0k 
/a2k=200 ~ P(r  1,r 2, (k)  . . . .  rj) 
v 2 e0k qe0k(1 - j )  £nq lim qe0kN 
q e0k N ~ 
q -1  
Taking into account (8), one gets directly the following 
result : 
Theorem IV  
The moments of the asymptotical density 0 (x/q e0N/2) 
of the q-polynomials defined by the expressions (1) 
and (21) are given as follows : 
e0k 
/12k=200 ~ P(r 1,r 2, (k) .... rj) 
eok (1 - j )  
v 2 e0k q Enq 
• q e0k 
q -1  
P2k -1 = 0 k = 1, 2 . . . .  (25) 
where the parameter v 2 and the factorial coefficients 
are expressed in (23) and (7b) respectively. 
v-= v(i) = e 0 (r 1 + r 2 +.. .  + rj) i 
+ e 0 [r 0 + 2r 3 + ... + (j-1)rj] 
That is 
v = v I i + v 2 
v 1= e 0 (r I + r 2 + ... + rj) = e0k 
v 2=e 0[r  0+2r  3+. . .+( j -1 )  rj] " (23) 
With this, expression (22) tells that the moments of 
even order are given by : 
• (N) 200 e0k 
~t2k - ]ff (k)Z P (rl 'r2 ..... rj) 
N - j  {qe0ki . q v2 + 0 (qV-1)} (24) 
i=1 
Now equations (5) and (24) yield the even-order- 
moments of the asymptotical density of zeros O (x) of 
the q-polynomials (1)-(21) : 
• . (N) 
/~2k = Nli~m. ~2k 
00e0 k v2 = 2 ~ P (r 1, r 2 .... (k) , rj) q 
. lim N~jq  e0ki 
N -~ i=1 
5. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we shall use the theorems obtained in the 
two previous ections to investigate the average proper- 
ties of several known families of orthogonal q-poly- 
nomials. 
5.1. Stieltjes-Wigert polynomials Sn(X ) 
Following Szeg5 [ 16, p. 33], we shall call Stieltjes- 
Wigert polynomials the orthonormal polynomials 
S n (x) associated with the weight function 
w(x)=kl r  -1 /2exp( -k  21og2x), 0<x<** ,  k>0 
whose moments are given by 
1 (n + 1) 2 (26) 
f :  xn w(x) dx= q ~- 
where q = exp (- 1/2k2). Note that 0 < q < 1 
These polynomials were already contained in the classical 
memoir of Stieltjes [2, p. 507-508] on the moment prob- 
lem of his name• Their explicit expression was given by 
Wigert [15] and recently Chlhara [9] has shown that 
{S n (x) } form a system of orthogonal polynomials with 
respect o a weight function xw(x) on the interval (0, **). 
The last author [9] calls the attention to the lack of 
information of these polynomials. Making profit of the 
results of Geronimus [10] one readily gets that the 
polynomials Sn(x ) fulfill the recursion relation (1) with 
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the coefficients a n and b n given by : 
fb! 
=_q l /2  q -n  + ql/2 (1 + q)q-2n 
_q-3n+ q-4n ; 0<q<l  (27) 
One can observe that these relations are of type (2) 
provided that 
ct 0=_q l /2  d O = -1 
0 0 = -1  e 0 = -3  
Therefore do -e0 /2  = 1/2. Then theorem I can be 
applied and the following property on the zeros of 
the Stieltjes-Wigert polynomials i obtained : the 
moments of the asymptotical density/9 (xqN) of the 
Stieltjes-Wigert polynomials are given as follows : 
/am=(-1)  m+l  mq m/2 J~nq 
1-qm (28) 
m=1,2 ,3  . . . .  
Several generalizations of the Stiehjes-Wigert poly- 
nomials have been published in the literature. Perhaps 
the more interesting ones are due to Geronimus [10] 
and to Wynn [11]. 
Geronimus found a family of orthogonal polynomials de- 
noted bySn (x ) = S n (x; a, b, a) which satisfy a recur- 
rence relation of type (1) with coefficients given by 
b = a a q l /2 ( l+q)  q-2n a n (a - --b- ql/2) q-n + 
=_aq7/2  q-2n + -b-- (a a q1 /2)q l l /2q -3n  
a q -4n  
+ ~- -  (29) 
where a, b, a are arbitrary parameters. It is easy to 
check that when a = 0 and a = b = 1, then equations 
(29) reduce to (27) what implies that the polynomials 
Sn (x) reduce to S n (x). 
One can observe that (29) is a expression of type (2) 
with the coefficients 
a 0 = a - aql/2/b d o = -1 
00=-aq7/2  e 0 =-2  
Therefore dO = e0/2 = -1. In this case theorem II turns 
out to be applicable and one gets the following results 
on the zeros of the polynomials Sn (x) : the moments 
of the asymptotical density of zeros of the polynomial 
Sn (x) have the following form : 
/am-- 
[° 
m qm_ (-aq7/2)m/21 J~nq #m)r(ri ,r l ,r ½ ..... rj,rj'+ 1) 
_aql/2po" ri+r½+'"+rj'+l u2_mt 
_ aq7/2 • q (30) 
with u 2 given by , 
u 2 = -[(r½ + 2r~ + ... + jrj'+ 1) + 2(r 2 + 2r 3 + ... + (j -1)rj] 
The other generalization due to Wynn [11] consists of 
the system of the polynomials S* (x) -- Sn(x; 7) 
orthogonal with respect o the sequence of moments 
(Cr) 0 such that : 
Cr=(_ l ) rq - r ( r+27-1) /2  ; r=1,2 ,3  .. . .  
These polynomials Sn (x) verify the recursion relation 
(1) with the coefficients 
~ a m= q-7 q -m_q l -7 ( l+  q) q -2m 
; 0<q<l  
~b 2 3 -27  -3m+_3-  -4m ~ m =_q q q 27q (31) 
It can be shown that the relation of S* (x) with the 
Stiehjes-Wigert polynomials Sn(X ) is 
• 3 Sn(X) = (- 1)nq 1/4 S n ( -x , -~- )  
n=0,1 ,2  . . . .  
Since expressions (31) are of type (2) with 
a0 = q-7 d o = - 1 
00 =_q3-27  e 0 =-3  
and q0 - e0/2 = 1/2, it is clear that theorem I can be 
applied. Then we get that the moments of the density 
p (xq N) of the polynomials S* (x) are as follows : 
/a m = -m (j~nq)/qm7 (1 _qm) 
m= 1,2,3 . . . .  
5.2. Brenke-Chihara polynomials Bn (x) 
In studying the Brenke generatingfunctions [21], 
which are simple cases of the "generalized functions 
of Appell type" investigated by Boas and Buck [22], 
Chihara [7] classified the resulting orthogonal poly- 
nomials in four classes. 
Here we shall find the asymptotical density of zeros of 
the flrst three Brenke-Chihara f milies since the fourth 
one corresponds essentially to the Laguerre polynomials 
whose density of zeros is already known [18]. 
CLASS 1 : B(n 1) (q; b, c; x) 
These polynomials fulfdl .the recurrence r lation (1) 
with a n and b n defined as : 
an= -bc  (l +q) q2n-2+ c (q+b)  qn-1  
(32) 
b2-n b2c2q q4n_bc  2 (1 + _~_)q3n +bc2q2n 
240.  Here b, c are arbitrary parameters but such that b n 
By comparison between (32) and (2)~, one gets : 
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a 0=-bc  (1 + q)/q2 d 0= 2 
00= b2c2/q e 0 = 4 
Since d o = e0/2 = 2, theorem II can be argued to obtain 
the following result : the moments of the asymptotical 
density of zeros p (x/q 2N) of the polynomials 
Bkn 1)'' (q; b, c; x) have the values :
gtm _ 2m (bcq3/2) m £nq 
q---2-mm - 7 (m) lg F ( r i ' r l  ..... r j 'r j  +1) 
• ' -2mt  • [_q-3/2 (1 + q)] rl + r2 + "'" + rj'+ 1 . qU2 
m = 1, 2, 3 . . . .  (33) 
One can 
with the parameters 
d a0= ~ [(1-b) t 'm- l+(b -q)q  -1/2 am] ; 
b 2 
O 0=-d  2(a m+ q am+l )  e0=l  
(36) 
Therefore d o = e0/2 = 1/2. Then theorem II can be 
directly applied• Consequently by replacing (36) into 
(19) one gets the values of the moments of the 
asymptotical density of zeros p (x/qN/2) of the 
polynomials B(n2)(q; d, b; x). 
easily see that (35) are expressions of type (2) 
d o = 1/2 
CLASS 3 : B(n 3) (q; a, c; x) 
with These polynomials atisfy a recursion relation of type 
u 2 = 2 [(r½ + 2r~ + ... + jrj'+ 1 ) + 2(r 2 + 2r3+ ...+ (j -1)rj)] (1) with coefficients: 
The system {B(n 1) (q; b, c; x) } englobes as particular 
cases two known sets of orthogonal q-polynomials : 
the so-called Wall polynomials [14] W n (x) and a family 
of polynomials Wn(x) found by Wynn [11] to be 
related to the theta functions of Jacobi. It turns out 
that 
Wn(x ) = w (q, b; x) = B(. 1) (q; b, 1; x) 
(34) 
~n(X ) ~/n (q, A, a; x) = B(1)(q; qa A = , ; X) 
A q 
From these relations and (33) can be obtained in an 
obvious way average properties of the zeros of these 
two sets of q-polynomials. 
CLASS 2 : B(n 2) (q; d, b; x) 
These polynomials atisfy a recurrence relation of 
type (1) with coefficients given by : 
d = q [(1 -b) Am_ 1 + (b-q)q' l /2am] qm/2 a m 
2 _d 2 b 2 
bm= (am + ~--ZXm+l) q m 
b am 1)qm/2 + d2 (am + ~q + (35) 
with the def'mition 
@ {10 f°revenr  
a r = [1 + (-1) r] = for odd r 
These polynomials are orthogonal [8] with respect o 
the sequence of moments {Cm} O where 
C2m= [b]m , C2m+1 =-  [b ]m+l  
m = 1, 2, 3 . . . .  
with the convention : 
[h] 0 = 
[b ]n=(1-b) (1 -bq)  . . . (1 -bqn-1) ;  n~ 1 
r-- In o qn an= T 
ca 2 q2n ca 2 n 
+ T--qq (37) 
The parameters c, a and q (0 < q < 1) are subject o the 
2 condition b n ~ 0. These relations (37) are of type (2) 
with the constants : 
a 0 = alq d o = 1 
00 - ca2 e 0 = 2 
q-1 (38) 
Then it occurs again that d O = e0/2 but now d O = 1. 
Therefore theorem II together with (38) yields the 
moments of the asymptotical density of zeros 
p (x/qN), namely the values 
m (ca2q) m £nq 
"m-  Z F(r i ,r l ,r  ½ ..... @I) (qm/2_l) (qm_1) (m) 
"+r½+.  +r j+ 1 -mt  • (q X/~-I ) rl .- . q u2 
m = 1, 2, 3 . . . .  (39a) 
with 
u 2 = (r½ + 2r~ +. . .  + jrj'+ 1) + 2[r2 + 2r3 +'" "+ (J -1)rj l 
(39b) 
The set B~n a)'o (q; rt, c; x) contains as particular cases two 
different and important families of q-polynomials : the 
Bateman polynomials [12] T n (x) and the A1 Salam- 
Carlitz polynomials [4]. The former ones correspond 
to the case a=q and c= (q -1) /q3 .  
The A1 Salam-Carlitz polynomials eems to be more 
appealing and we will dedicate them more attention. 
Let us introduce a new parameter adef'med by the rela- 
tion a = 1 + a, and let us take for c the value 
a(1 -q )  c = (40) 
q (1 -a) 2 
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The two sets of orthogonal polynomials {U n (x)) and 
(Vn(x) } studied for the first time by AI Salam-Carlitz 
are related to the Brenke-Chihara polynomials of third 
class as follows : 
Un(X ) -~ Un( q, a; x) = B(n3)[q; 1 + a, 
Vn(x ) - V n (q, a; x) = U n (q-l, a; x) 
a(1 +q_~;x] 
q(1 + a)Z 
(41a) 
(41b) 
From (37) and (40a) one easily gets the coefficients of 
the three-term recurrence relation of the polynomials 
Un(X) : 
t l+a  qn 
an-- q 
2 a 2n a n 
bn = -~- q q q 
It is now obvious that the moments of the asymptotical 
density of zeros p (x/q N) of these polynomials are 
obtained by replacing the parameters a = 1 + a and c 
given by (40). 
The other set of A1 Salam-Garlitz polynomials Vn (x) 
fulfill a three-term recurrence relation with the coef- 
ficients 
f a n= q (1 + a) q-n 
2 _ q-n q-2n 
b n - -qa  + qa 
Comparing these relations with (2), one gets that 
a 0 = q (1 + a) d o = -1 
00 = -qa  e 0 = -1 
Therefore d o -e0 /2  = -1/2. In this case theorem III 
tells us that the moments/a m of the asymptotical 
density of zeros # (x/q-N/2) of the polynomial 
VN(X ) have the following values :
m+l  ma m/2£nq 
/am = (-1) 2 
2(q -m/2 - 1) 
j -1  
-k~=l krk +1+ mt 
• ~ F(O, r l ,0,  ro ..... r:) q 
(m) * " J 
m=1,2 ,3  . . . .  
(42) 
5.3. AI Salam-Chihara polynomials Rn(x ) 
Let A n (x) and Qn (x) any two families of orthogonal 
polynomials. In investigating convolutions of the form 
n 
= G A k(x) Qn(y) Qn (x' Y) k=0 
A1 Salam-Chihara [5] characterized a new system of 
orthogonal q-polynomials which here is denoted by 
Rn(x ) ---- R n (x; q; a, b, c). It has a recursion relation 
of type (1) with coefficients given by : 
a n = q a qn 
- b 2 bq2n b qn n = - (cq + -~--) + c (43) 
The parameters q, a, b and c are subject o the condi- 
tions : 
q¢t ,  c -bqn+l¢0  for all n~l  
Expressions (43) are of type (2) with the values 
a 0 = qa d o = 1 
00 -- b e 0 = 2 
Then one has d o = e0/2 = 1. Therefore theorem II 
gives us the values of the moments of the asymptotical 
density of zeros p (x/q N) of the polynomial RN(X ). 
They are as follows : 
/am = mbm/2qm £nq 
F(r i , r l , .  " 1) qm _ 1 (m) .., rj + 
r~ + r½ + ... + r i+l  u2 -mt  
.q  Iq ] 
m= 1,2 ,3  . . . .  
with u 2 defined as in (39h). 
A1 Salam-Chihara lso shows that the two sets {Un(X ) } 
and {V n (x)} of AI Salam-Carlitz [4] are particular 
examples of {R n (x) }. So 
Un(x ) = R n (x; q; 1 + a, a, 0) 
V n (x)= R n (x; q- l ;  I + a, a, 0) 
A special case of the set (Rn(x) } comes up by assum- 
ing the constants a, b, c, q to have the values 
a=b=0,  c>0 and [q [< l  
The resulting polynomials hall be denoted by hn(x ). 
That is, 
hn(x ) = R n (x; q; 0, 0, c) 
The three-term recurrence relation of these polynomials 
has as coefficients : 
f a n = 0 
bn=-c  qn + c 
which is of type (2) with the parameters : 
00=-c  and e 0=1 
In this case theorem IV tells us that the moments of the 
asymptotical density of zeros p (x/q N/2) of the poly- 
nomial hN(X ) have the following values :
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/a2k-1 = 0 k = 1, 2, 3 . . . .  
v 2 kq k(1 -J) ~nq 
/a2k = 2( -c )  k (~) P(r l , r  2 ..... rj) q qk _ 1 
with 
v 2 =r  2+ 2r 3+. . .+  ( j -1)  rj 
Allaway [13] studied for the first time not only these 
polynomials hn(x ) but also other particular examples 
of  Rn(X ). 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
A global system of  orthogonal q-polynomials 
(Pm (x) } N has been characterized by giving a three- 
term recurrence relation (1) with coefficients defined 
in (2). The asymptotical verage properties of  the 
zeros o f  these polynomials, more precisely the 
moments o f  its asymptotical density o f  zeros, have 
been calculated in a explicit and compact form. From 
this point o f  view the system {Pm(x) } N has been 
shown to be divided in four different ypes. The 
results are contained in four theorems. Later, these 
theorems were applied to several important sets of  
orthogonal q-polynomials. 
Finally let us remark the two main points o f  this 
paper : 1) unification of  a large number o f  families 
of  orthogonal q-polynomials and classification accord- 
ing to their asymptotical density of  zeros, 2) explicit 
calculation of  certain asymptotical verage properties 
of  the zeros o f  these polynomials. 
The author like to acknowledge the referee's com- 
ments which have clarified some points o f  the paper. 
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